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welcome 
Whether you're seeking captivating content, innovative marketing strategies, or unique multimedia solutions, you've

come to the right place. Let's craft something extraordinary that truly resonates with your brand. 
Here's to the exciting possibilities ahead!
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Production/Publicity consultant

Born and raised in New York and now based in Los Angeles, I draw inspiration from both cities' rich
tapestry of artists and demographics. With a passion for creating compelling content and strategic
marketing, I have a proven track record of elevating brands and securing valuable opportunities in the
media landscape. 

My expertise spans asset and marketing material creation that have resulted in network television
appearances, financial sponsorships, and expanded client work. I take immense pride in the curation of
client brand packages, where my ghostwriting contributions have been featured in major publications,
amplifying brand credibility and visibility. 

My commitment to maintaining strong relationships with clients, brand partners, and media outlets has
been a cornerstone of my success. Staying ahead of media trends, I've executed key creative and
strategic discussions to re-brand companies and launch new websites, while also overseeing website
maintenance and expansion.

With experience providing support at high-profile events like Essence Black Women in Hollywood and the
NAACP awards, I've played a pivotal role in orchestrating seamless lineups of interviews and event
logistics. As a podcast producer and editor, I've brought creative direction and marketing acumen to
unscripted series.

All these skills converge to form a solid foundation for effective project management, allowing me to
seamlessly orchestrate diverse teams, resources, and strategies to achieve our shared goals.

ABOUT ME
introduce
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VISION MISSION
To revolutionize the media landscape by amplifying voices
historically silenced and elevating platforms that
champion new ways of storytelling. My overarching goal is
to tell compelling stories, connect with diverse audiences,
and leave a lasting impact by redefining content creation
and strategic marketing.

To empower brands, creators, and communities through
strategic storytelling and marketing innovation. I aim to
curate authentic narratives, forge meaningful
connections, and remain at the forefront of evolving
media trends. 

Amber Jaunai
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Amber Jaunai

SKILLS
professional

A creative producer and strategic
publicist, versed in social media,
copywriting and project
management. Experienced in
event coordination and
multimedia, dedicated to driving
brand success.

PRODUCTION PUBLICITY
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SOCIAL MEDIA



Services Offered

Social Media Management/
Copywriting

Expand and engage audiences on
platforms like Instagram and TikTok to
enhance brand reach. Develop and
produce articles, marketing collateral, and
multimedia assets.

Production Management

Oversee all aspects of a project's
execution, from planning and resource
allocation to coordination and quality
control. Ensure efficient workflows, on-
time delivery, and the successful
realization of creative and business goals.

Public Relations/ Strategic
Marketing

Manage media relations, secure press
coverage, curate media appearances, and
create comprehensive marketing
strategies to enhance brand visibility and
secure sponsorships, all aimed at elevating
brand reputation.
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Writing Samples
I specialize in crafting compelling narratives and ideas that not only showcase your expertise but also secure valuable earned media opportunities.
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https://swaay.com/make-nutrition-part-of-your-self-care-practice
https://swaay.com/women-metabolism-4-tips-to-keep-yours-strong
https://swaay.com/fad-diets-101-what-to-watch-out-for
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/black-nurse-know-health-care-145858214.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAMaygKIUKgcK3p7AJDayKCLVfrstqODzVJs4BOc1UMR4JGDbAUYwT7lshuW51sU8X6ZrFWbKN7AjpeeMyO2rscETyO_IydPKimH76b8w426QVYDEenemyGmUqYqhtqHR1iM5sp3LaiKq7AUGaayzXsegaiIbe7X-2rX-MCDL3pkJ
https://blavity.com/medical-health-er-emergency-safety-tips
https://www.yahoo.com/video/kevin-samuels-left-us-final-160623985.html


PORTFOLIO
project

Welcome to my project portfolio, a curated collection that spotlights my expertise in publicity, producing, project
management, and talent coordination. These projects illustrate my commitment to excellence and my ability to thrive in

various challenging roles.

R e d b u l l E x e t e r E s s e n c e
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RED BULL

I play a pivotal role in crafting and executing the
social media strategy. Based on the client’s goals,  
the primary focus is  elevating Red Bull Studios’
online presence, engaging with their audience,
and promoting their documentary content as
they go through the festival circuit and look for
distribution. 
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EXETER
In the high-pressure world of our AMC-sponsored podcast, I specialized in
optimizing efficiency. I expertly managed all production resources and
documents, both inward and outward-facing, keeping our operations smooth
and effective.

My role extended to coordinating wrap deliverables and precise distribution of
production assets to AMC, Audible, and the in-house team at Insurrection.

Working closely with producers, I efficiently handled talent/location releases, call
sheets, scripts, and other critical documents. I also managed the talent
onboarding process, adhering to SAG-AFTRA standards.

Despite a positive COVID-19 test with one of our actors, I ensured our production
stayed safe and on track, demonstrating our team's adaptability and
determination in overcoming challenges.

Amber Jaunai
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ESSENCE
Essence Black Women in Hollywood, including
Hollywood House, was a two day event celebrating
Black women in Hollywood and their achievements. I
directly supported the auspice, Erica Cobb, for a special
segment for the nationally syndicated Daily Blast Live tv
special. I fielded all publicists & their correlating clients
in order to create a seamless, flowing lineup of
interviews.

In a similar vain, I also asisted with guest outreach and
scheduling for the Comeback with Erica Cobb podcast,
which was a 2023 NAACP award nominee.

Amber Jaunai
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A W R Y  M e d i a Q u e e n s  g a m i n g E v e n i n g  o f  E l e v a t i o n

Amber Jaunai

OTHER NOTABLE PROJECTS
ask me about
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Client Testimonials
Client, ESPN

Client, Split Ends Media

Cheryl Dicarlo

Barrie Adleberg

Amber is resourceful, thorough, and an overall joy to work with. She finds
creative solutions around any challenge. Her organizational skills were
invaluable on set. She is an absolute asset to any team! 

Amber is a joy to collaborate with on ESPN Women's Sports campaigns. She
brings a fresh, confident, genuine tone that is undeniable. Amber's voice
comes through full of spirit, swagger and likability. She is poised, creative and
her passion for her craft is inspiring. 
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Client, Red Bull Studios
Emily Gottlitch

Client, Favor Skin Health
Precious Olisadum

Working with Amber has been an absolute dream. She just gets it! She was incredibly
swift at drafting our brand audit & she’s grasped the exact vision that we have for our
rebranding and we’ve been completely in sync on all strategies and plans. I’ve really
appreciated how attentive she is, she catches the little details that even I’ve missed! I
couldn’t possibly ask for a better marketing strategists. Thank you Amber!!!! 

Amber is a joy to work with, has an incredible work-ethic, and above all else, is a
team player who goes above and beyond to fulfill her responsibilities. Every time
I have worked with Amber, or recommended her to others, I have received
extremely positive feedback on how great she is at what she does. Amber is
more than a triple threat. She is extremely talented and dedicated to providing
top-notch service in any role she takes on.



914-885-4694 acjaunai@gmail.com www.amberjaunai.com/producer

together
let's work
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